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Introduction 

 Early cartographers imagined Australia to be a mythological continent on the other side 

of the world full of strange creatures. Driving across the landscape today, one is still bound to 

run into something surreal; be it a giant lobster, an oversized banana, a huge ram, or an enormous 

boxing crocodile. These monuments, while most often seen as cliché, kitsch, or even ridiculous 

tourist traps designed to lure unsuspecting motorists out of some money and an afternoon, are 

both given context by their environment and project cultural values and attitudes onto the 

landscape. They can’t exist without the history of the land around them, and are developed by the 

perspectives of the communities. Ranging in size, shape, and material, at first glance they may 

not seem related at all, but the phenomenon of these serial monuments, colloquially called Big 

Things, is often marketed as a collection to visit or boxes to be checked off a list. They have to 

collect souvenirs, “…some memento to prove that this was not a dream, some artifact to reify 

another little odd episode in a summer punctuated with odd little hitches in the steady flow of 

time and highway and the flat roadside landscape”1. In this paper, I argue that the creation of 

novelty architecture attractions (hereafter known as the Big Things) across Australia plays a role 

in the development of environmental attitudes and reflects colonial perspectives on the landscape 

while simultaneously memorializing and erasing selected histories. This paper endeavors to 

understand the stories Big Things tell, and how the landscape is influenced by and reflected in 

these statues through examination of literature and analysis of three Big Things – Captain Cook 

in Cairns, the Big Pineapple in Woombye, and the Giant Koala in Dadswell Bridge. Each of 

these examples highlights a different understanding of Big Things, as symbols of colonialism, 

 
1 Marling, Harrison, and White, Colossus of Roads: Myth and Symbol along the American Highway. 



attempts to fill an empty land, or as representations of environmental sentiment, and ultimately 

can inform arguments about how they intersect with the landscape. What stories get told and 

which get covered up is critical to understanding both our history and our future, and our 

connections to our environment. 

What are Big Things? 

 Oddly enough, there is no set definition on what a Big Things is. Rather, a collection of 

criteria is used to determine what counts as a roadside colossi. They are larger than the object 

they represent (the Big Ram is several times larger than an average Ram) and built to seem 

shocking and novel in their environment (a crocodile boxing on the side of the road)2. Two 

examples of large statues that are not Big Things would be a replica of Uluru in Newcastle that is 

many times smaller than the real geological formation and Matilda the Kangaroo, which was 

originally a mascot built for a sports competition (so its largeness made sense) and now lives 

outside a gas station3. Big Things are often beloved by the towns they reside in and are 

sometimes seen as unifiers of their regions. People have gone to great lengths to preserve these 

statues and have deep sentiments regarding the monuments. Clarke argues that Big Things were 

constructed for a variety of reasons, including “…for spiritual or political purposes, some as 

novelty objects, and others to communicate ownership or identity” and that they “…have a 

tendency to serve socio-cultural and commercial purposes simultaneously”4. Big Things are 

sometimes based on significant industries from the region, or historical events that the area 

chooses to recognize. “Each symbolizes a feature of its provincial locality, an allegedly endemic 

 
2 Clarke, “Australia’s Big Dilemma Regional/National Identities, Heritage Listing and Big Things.” 
3 Clarke. 
4 Clarke. 



personality with a blatant promotional message”5, and they can be theoretically categorized into 

a simple schema: agricultural productions, indigenous flora and fauna, representations of people, 

and man-made objects. Despite being built separately, they are considered a network that 

stretches across the landscape6. The statues don’t appear more frequently in some regions over 

others, and animals seem to be the most popular.  A list of 250 Big Things in Australia can be 

found in Appendix D. There are other Big Things that are debated that are not included on this 

list, such as the Big Pencils in Tweeds Head, New South Wales, but it is as complete a list as 

exists. 

 

Fig 1. The 250 Big Things split into 5 categories: animals (such as rams), food (such as cheese), man-made items 

(such as lawnmowers), person (such as Ned Kelly), and plants (such as apples).7 

 
5 Leiper, “Big Success, Big Mistake, at Big Banana: Marketing Strategies in Road-Side Attractions and Theme 

Parks.” 
6 Barcan, “Big Things: Consumer Totemism and Serial Monumentality.” 
7 “Australia’s Big Things - Wikipedia.” 



 

Fig 2. The 250 Big Things shown distributed across Australia. They are colored according to category: animals 

(such as ants), food (such as pie), man-made items (such as guitars), person (such as Miner), and plants (such as 

avocados)8. 

There have even been attempts to expand on the success of novelty with larger tourist 

destinations, such as the effort to develop Horticultural World around the wildly popular Big 

Banana, which failed epically and resulted in the closure of the theme park and the sale of the 

banana9. Some statues, such as the Big Pineapple in Woombye, had fallen into disrepair as the 

concrete and fiberglass broke down, sparking petitions for heritage-listings and historic 

 
8 “Australia’s Big Things - Wikipedia.” 
9 Leiper, “Big Success, Big Mistake, at Big Banana: Marketing Strategies in Road-Side Attractions and Theme 

Parks.” 



recognition to prevent demolition10. Visiting and taking a picture generates buzz, and word of 

mouth can be a powerful marketing tool, and Hooper points out that Big Things “…transform 

their struggling towns into unmissable pit stops on a kind of Antipodean grand tour”11. Tourists 

stop to see a towering trout, buy gas from the station next door, pick up sandwiches from a 

nearby diner, purchase postcards for friends back home, and boost the local economy. 

Big Things in tourism 

Big Things aren’t always the end destination for tourists heading across Australia, but 

rather are steps in the journey. Geographies of tourism describe trips in three stages – travel 

generating, the destination in mind, and transit routes – and Big Things fill a unique niche being 

that they are typically stops along a route and not the end destination12. Very few people set out 

to see one Big Thing – it is either a brief respite in the long sojourn, or a checkmark on the list of 

roadside attractions one has created. Recent surveys by Australian travel site Wotif found that 

90% of Australians have visited a Big Thing and 60% will stop to take a picture if they see one 

while on a trip13. Additionally, 39% will go out of their way to see Big Things while traveling14. 

Hooper explains that “…part of the thrill was being able to tick it off the list…”15, to be able to 

collect visits the way people in the United States check off which National Parks they’ve been to, 

and Lydon argues that Big Things were meant for drive-by consumption16. The proliferation of 

 
10 Clarke, “Australia’s ‘Big’ Problem – What to Do with Our Ageing Super-Sized Statues?” 
11 Hooper, “Australia’s Big Things.” 
12 Leiper, “Big Success, Big Mistake, at Big Banana: Marketing Strategies in Road-Side Attractions and Theme 

Parks.” 
13 “Australians Are Looking for the ‘Next Big Thing’ | Press Centre | Wotif.Com.” 
14 “Australians Are Looking for the ‘Next Big Thing’ | Press Centre | Wotif.Com.” 
15 Hooper, “Australia’s Big Things.” 
16 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 



cars and increased free time caused by industrial automation facilitate the rise of the road trip – 

the perfect way to see the countryside and eat up vacation time.  

Big Things, the frontier, and Terra Nullius 

North America experienced a boom of colossi as well in the late 1960s, and Marling 

argues that they serve as borders or landmarks across an equally colossal continent, providing 

frameworks for the frontier and disrupting landscapes17. Developing alongside tourism was the 

need to visit places and experience new things, to make specific trips to see natural areas, to flee 

the drudgery of ordinary for the extraordinary, be it a spectacular desert vista or a comically 

oversized lobster. Could it be that building outlandish, strange spectacles is a way to preserve the 

ghost of the frontier spirit? After conquering the terrifying wilderness, we now wished to 

eulogize it; “…the frontier called for the same titanic scale in monuments that it had always 

demanded in ambitions and dreams, in stories and lies”18. The Australian frontier was unique 

because it defied everything the colonists wanted it to be. “New configurations of the landscape 

expressed a new attitude toward the natural world, and generated a new sense of time by 

representing a continuous relationship between the living and the dead”19. The landscape was not 

the idyllic ‘land of plenty’ that was expected after colonization in America. 

 Instead, it was more like the imagined Antipodean atrocities described by early 

cartographers. Greek cartographer Ptolemy theorized that in order for the world to be balanced, 

there must be a southern continent20. Later, mapmakers imagined the Great South Land as being 

full of monsters, or weird, strange creatures that were opposite to life as they knew it. Not only 

 
17 Marling, Harrison, and White, Colossus of Roads: Myth and Symbol along the American Highway. 
18 Marling, Harrison, and White. 
19 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 
20 Coté, “TERRA-ISING THE HOMELAND: RECENT DEBATES ON AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL IDENTITY.” 



did Australia balance the world physically, but by being ‘upside-down’ it brought balance to the 

“metaphysical universe”21. The flora and fauna found by explorers was so unlike what existed in 

Europe that it seemed those theories had come true. 

Turcotte describes the cognitive dissonance of imaginings versus the found, pointing out 

that “…the ‘actuality’ of Australia would always be a disappointment…”22. Terra Nullius, Latin 

for ‘Empty Land’, can be described as the dissatisfaction and frustration colonizers felt upon 

reaching Australia and seeing that it was not the perfect agricultural wonderland that Cook had 

originally described23. It has left a long-lasting impression on environmental sentiment, and 

impacted attitude and policy. Because Australia did not look like colonizers expected,  the 

environment didn’t ‘behave’ like pastoral lands in Europe or North America, and Aboriginal land 

management and agriculture didn’t resemble European styles, the land was therefore empty and 

needed to be filled and controlled. This perspective was used as the legal basis for the 

colonization of Australia, and held as the claim for sovereignty until the Mabo case in 1992, 

which upheld the rights of the Meriam people as traditional owners of the Murray Islands and 

upended the idea that Australia had previously been a Terra Nullius24.  

Belief in the emptiness of Australia led to the assertion of the landscape as an antagonist; 

it’s a problem to overcome, an enemy to be subdued. Colonist language frames the wilderness as 

an adversary that they are fighting against, and its lack of bounty made Australia even more 

hostile. Veracini points out that in settler societies such as Australia, there is an emphasis on 

lamenting their suffering in struggling against the wild as a way to make their claim more 

 
21 Coté. 
22 Turcotte, “Ghosts of the Great South Land.” 
23 Carter, The Road to Botany Bay: An Exploration of Landscape and History. 
24 Russell, “Part Four. THE MABO CASE AND ITS CONSEQUENCES.” 



legitimate; “…‘this place was empty, we built it’; ‘we are its beginning, therefore it has no 

previous history’”25. To some extent then, people still feel that the natural landscape is still 

empty, or at least still unwelcoming and hostile, and they feel as if they don’t belong. Big Things 

are then a way to visually demonstrate control on the environment, to literally fill an empty 

horizon with something. 

Big Things and the commodity of nature 

While the distinction between the man-made world and the natural landscape is fuzzy at 

best, understanding how these two facets of the environment interact is critical to situating Big 

Things in the context of their surroundings. Marcia Langton argues that ‘natural’ landscapes 

don’t actually exist, and our ideas of them are reflected and built by concepts of people and land 

that are “…why so many Australians struggle for a sense of their own place in this 

continent…”26. Nature itself has been commodified into a tourist destination, a place outside of 

the ordinary that must be visited and escaped to rather than something that exists continuously 

and throughout our lives. Creating the landscape as a tourist destination has altered relationships 

with the environment and our ability to mark and make place. The attitude that nature is 

something one goes to or visits assumes that cities are an Other, a separation from how the world 

“should” be or organically is. Wilson describes nature tourism as “…simply the temporary 

migration of people to what they understand to be a different and usually more ‘pure’ 

environment” and using it as a place of recreation attaches it “…to the schedules and personal 

geographies of an urban society”27. This changing approach to nature represents new attitudes 

 
25 Veracini, “Historylessness: Australia as a Settler Colonial Collective.: EBSCOhost.” 
26 Langton, “What Do We Mean by Wilderness?: Wilderness and Terra Nullius in Australian Art [Address to The 

Sydney Institute on 12 October 1995].” 
27 Wilson, The Culture of Nature: North American Landscape from Disney to the Exxon Valdez. 



towards landscape and perspectives about how the environment fits into people’s lives. Nature 

turns into someplace to visit, not something that exists within someone’s day-to-day life, which 

makes it a novelty rather than someplace we all live.  

Analyzing the landscape 

 To analyze and understand landscapes, Dwyer argues that there are three common 

methods; to see landscape as ‘text’, ‘arena’, and/or ‘performance’28. Reading it as text may seem 

like the most straightforward – an analysis that supposes individual features can be pulled apart 

and studied separately in the way a novel can be understood through the components of 

metaphor, symbolism, plot devices, and allegories. Something sadly common in text analysis is 

where memorials have overwritten parts or people in history, usually sites that uplift settlers and 

erase their atrocities committed indigenous groups. Dwyer uses the concept of ‘arena’ to explain 

memorials as places for discussion and debate over history and identity – a perspective where 

everything can be an argument with appropriate evidence and structure. It is inherently political, 

and memorials are the places where the ‘true’ history is debated. The concept of ‘performance’ 

then suggests that memory is held by the body and memorials are merely sites where value is 

reaffirmed through ceremony, ritual, or other cultural events. Re-enactments of battles at historic 

sites is an example of performance, where the participants honor the memory of those lost by 

repeating the movements of the armies. Peet, on the other hand, claims that landscapes are hosts 

of power systems, full of pieces that represent social processes, as well as the beliefs and values 

of actors within them29. He does acquiesce that “…landscapes are not passive spaces patterned 

by power; landscapes also recreate agents”30. Landscape in that sense is no longer just a 

 
28 Dwyer and Alderman, “Memorial Landscapes: Analytic Questions and Metaphors.” 
29 Peet, “A Sign Taken for History: Daniel Shays’ Memorial in Petersham, Massachusetts.” 
30 Peet. 



chessboard for pawns and rooks to move across with unchanging rules, but more like a 

Monopoly board, because as players move, the board itself gives feedback. That is, the history of 

the landscapes is important to why events happen later – the past influences the present. Using a 

landscape as text metaphor, one can see histories written onto the environment, layered on one 

another, smudging and blending and erasing. Australia’s Big Things mark the landscape with 

certain histories (usually settler or colonial views) and over-write others (usually Aboriginal). 

Altering the landscape with a settler stamp attempts to claim the environment for the colonists, 

and remove visual cues about the Aboriginal people who have lived there for thousands of years. 

Monuments and Memorials 

Histories can often be represented with monuments and memorials, which despite being 

used interchangeably are technically different. Both generate and concentrate collective identity, 

emotions and memory held not just by one individual, but by a society or community. While not 

a hard and fast rule, monuments typically signify great achievements and progress while 

memorials mourn losses and failures. Both require remembrance and emotional labor by the 

viewer, forcing them to be active and not passive, although this is debated by Lydon who 

suggests that “They [monuments] remain self-contained and detached from our lives, absolving 

us personally of the need to remember, simultaneously reminding, but also boring us like a 

nagging parent”31. Perhaps then many Big Things are not to be read in the landscape as 

performance, because (for many) they lack the cultural rituals to actively engage visitors. An 

interesting case of monument creation is the Sydenham Crystal Palace of London. A garden 

filled with dinosaur reconstructions which was initially primed to be an educational powerhouse 

 
31 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 



that fit paleontology into creationism, it became a kitschy commercial venture which was 

operated with the “…disinterested motives of patriotism and altruism”32. Neither immortalizing 

an achievement or a loss, what are Big Things supposed to be? Can they be both? Or, can Big 

Things be called counter-monuments, existing to force “…the burden of memory upon the 

viewer…” and requiring them to read their own history onto the monument33. 

Social Media 

In today’s smart phone age, ignoring the implications of social media on the renewed 

success of Big Things is impossible. Facebook, Flickr, Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram are all top 

platforms for sharing one’s life with the world. While this useful tool can illuminate the opinions 

and perspectives of tourists half a world away, collecting information with social media has often 

been likened to trying to drink from a fire hose. Big data is known for “The characteristic ‘3 Vs’ 

of volume, velocity and variety make any serious processing, let alone thoughtful analysis, of 

real-time feeds problematic…”34. There is also the problem of representation. Not everyone uses 

these platforms, and makes the same decisions in how to use hashtags, whether or not to enable 

geotagging, or if people or brands are tagged in the post. There are ways to sample the selection 

of posts, filter by content, or otherwise narrow down the size of the dataset, making it easier to 

analyze. In the tourism industry, many locations use social media to advertise, and entice visitors 

with views of what they are missing by not being there.  Stoddart argues that tourist sites “…are 

primarily developed to appeal to the visual senses…”, also known as the tourist gaze35. Platforms 

 
32 Marshall, “‘A Dim World, Where Monsters Dwell’: The Spatial Time of the Sydenham Crystal Palace Dinosaur 

Park.” 
33 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 
34 Tear and Southall, “Social Media Data.” 
35 Stoddart and Graham, “Berghahn Books Nature, History, and Culture as Tourism Attractors: The Double 

Translation of Insider and Outsider Media.” 



such as Instagram are designed for image posting, providing a perfect place for Big Things to 

“…demonstrate a visual distinctiveness that separates it from similar places”36. Like postcards 

sent to friends back home, social media posts can allow the tourist to tell the world about their 

adventures, alert them all that they have been somewhere and seen something new and that they 

wish you were here. Marling speculates that the ‘here’ we are wishing is both “…strange and 

odd…the magical someday become a sweltering now…” and “…circled in red on the roadmap 

between the sureties of personal history and the giddy possibilities of what is yet to come, 

between home and the horizon”37. Since nothing ever disappears on the web, social media posts 

become another memento from a good trip or a souvenir to look back on. 

Methods 
 

Social Media 

There are several hurdles to using social media. While Instagram allows you to search 

using a hashtag, there is no option to order by date posted or show posts by number of likes or 

comments. The search will tell you how many posts have ever been made with that hashtag, 

which is useful for determining popularity. Methods to collect more data than is provided by 

using the app require using the Instagram API, or application programming interface38. However, 

the Instagram Graph API, which allows tracking of hashtag usage over time and collection of 

posts with the most engagements, requires an Instagram Business account. There are also other 

websites and apps that allow the kind of tracking I initially planned for this project, but they are 

built to assist in marketing with Instagram Business accounts and also have subscription fees 

 
36 Stoddart and Graham. 
37 Marling, Harrison, and White, Colossus of Roads: Myth and Symbol along the American Highway. 
38 Highfield, “A Methodology for Mapping Instagram Hashtags.” 



ranging from $10/month to $50/month. Instead, I recorded the number of posts that have ever 

used the hashtag, and looked at the number of likes for 10 of the first 50 posts that came up. 

These covered the last year and a half. Unfortunately, users can no longer see the number of likes 

a post has unless they were the poster, but one can look at everyone who has liked the post. I 

tabulated the likes per post by hand, calculated the range and average, and recorded the results in 

Table 1. As there are also many Instagram accounts that exclusively post about Big Things, I 

recorded those separately as seen in Table 2. This includes the account for the Big Pineapple, 

which has posted most in the last year. 

Table 1 

Hashtag Number of Posts 

Returned 

Average Likes Range 

#bigcaptaincook 11 35.1 0-168 

#thebigcaptaincook 3 9 2-21 

#bigpineapple 15337 21.2 5-60 

#thebigpineapple 5041 31.7 10-72 

#giantkoala 2968 45.5 9-159 

#thegiantkoala 223 26 10-60 

#bigthingsaustralia 4140 35.4 16-60 

 

There are several Instagram accounts dedicated to documenting all of the Big Things, and 

solely feature posts about visited sites. Lydon poses this tourist view as “…safe, mobile, passing 

through, rather than the local’s more intimate perspective, or even that of an ‘expert’ observer, 



making claims to comprehensive landscape survey”39. Big Things are weird, but they are 

exciting and fun and novel. For each of these, I looked at 11 accounts and recorded the number 

of posts each account has made, the average likes (calculated from the 10 most recent posts), 

how many followers each account had, and how many accounts they followed in Table 2. This 

helped determine the popularity of each account, and the popularity of Big Things in social 

media. 

Table 2 

Account Name Number of 

Posts 

Average Likes Number of  

Followers 

Number 

Following 

@the_big_pineapple 131 29.4 1470 156 

@gozandthebigthings 61 45.5 148 161 

@bigaussiethings 233 13.9 134 145 

@bigthingsaustralia 298 33.5 561 246 

@debbie_crazy_big_things_lady 506 30.5 192 263 

@bigthing_whisperer 412 118.9 1338 1027 

@bigthingsinoz 69 20.8 81 47 

@bigthingshunt 25 25.5 148 279 

@bigthingslittleclaire 55 47.9 161 104 

@littlemazbigthings 150 41 308 631 

@bigthingsinaustralia 12 2.8 31 0 

@big_things_australia 28 16 52 21 

 
39 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 



 

Twitter is slightly easier to use, but is limited by the number of posts (called tweets) that 

can be retrieved in one ‘call’ with the API. A search on the platform does not tell you how many 

tweets it is returning, but it does allow some filtering by time (although it doesn’t always work in 

my personal experience). Because the hashtags are used so infrequently on Twitter, and used in 

conjunction with images even more infrequently, it was determined to not be of as much value. 

There are also two Facebook groups for people interested in logging all the Big Things and 

visiting them, however my memberships to both are still pending at this time. In the future, 

continued education on programming may result in more fruitful usage of the Twitter API, and 

more development on the Instagram Graph API may eventually allow users with personal 

accounts to apply for access. 

In addition to using social media posts, I also tried reaching out to each case study site to 

interview people who are in charge of the management. Greg Bourke, Corporate and 

Communications Manager for the Big Pineapple, agreed to tell me about their management and 

his perceptions of the Big Thing phenomenon, as did the current owners of the Giant Koala, 

although the latter did not actually answer many of my questions. I also reached out to several of 

the Instagram accounts, but was only able to speak with @debbie_crazy_big_things_lady. These 

interview are available in the appendices at the end of this paper. Lastly, I contacted several 

newspapers about looking through their archives, and The Wimmera Mail-times put an article in 

an issue requesting readers to contact me with their stories about the Giant Koala. These 

provided additional information about sentiment towards Big Things in Australia. 



Case Studies 

 While we can organize the Big Things into five main categories, within those categories 

they still vary greatly in their appearances and presentations. Plants, for example, could further 

be broken down into crops, or fruit, or native vegetation.  It became necessary to isolate three 

representatives and understand the ways in which they influenced their particular landscapes, and 

in turn how the public perceived them. I chose three case studies across the five categories: the 

Captain Cook of Cairns, the Big Pineapple of Woombye, and the Giant Koala of Dadswell 

Bridge. The statue of Captain Cook is one of the few historical figures represented in the Big 

Things, and is also an incredibly controversial person due to his part in the genocide of 

Aboriginal people and the onslaught of colonialism that ensued. An analysis of this Big Thing 

helps to illustrate the process of monumentalizing and readings of landscape as ‘arena’. The Big 

Pineapple is very popular on social media, and received historical landmark status in order to 

avoid demolition, and is now a bustling tourist hub with the biggest music festival on the 

Sunshine Coast. Lastly, the Giant Koala on the southern edge of the continent is practically on 

top of sites sacred to the Jardwadjali people, overwriting one history and replacing it with 

another. Keeping the ideas developed in the previous section in mind, these case studies will 

illuminate how colonialism and colonial attitudes are still present on the landscape today. 

  



 

Fig 3. A map of the case studies in Australia. 

Captain Cook 

 

Captain Cook points south, his weather-beaten arm extended.40 

 
40 “Captain Cook Statue Image.” 



Captain James Cook (the real person), was on a scientific voyage for the British in the 

Pacific Ocean when he and his crew landed in what is present day Sydney in 1770. Cook and his 

crew traveled north up the coast, keeping records of what they saw. They sustained some damage 

to the ship on the Great Barrier Reef before returning back to England to share what they found. 

His exploration of the continent started the process of colonization that has colored all of 

Australia’s history after that point.  

In Cairns, located in northern Queensland, a statue of the captain looms, a concerned look 

on his chipped painted face. Nearly seven meters tall, this tribute to the explorer towers over a 

pub specializing in online poker and slot machines (pokies), and Cook extends his arm to the 

south even though he traveled all the way up the coast during his initial voyage on the HMS 

Endeavour. An article in The Age claims that, while not as big as the Big Banana or Big Lobster, 

Cook is “‘Big’ enough” and “…stirs the ‘mythic chords of memory’ and is not just the 

entrepreneurial spirit and greed” that some feel Big Things to stem from41. Although, it has to be 

noted that this hero of Australia’s colonization stands in the parking lot of a pokies pub, an 

online gambling operation that is a serious problem in current Australian society, with 300,000 

‘problem gamblers’42. Whether he is beckoning travelers and welcoming them to explore or 

warning them of the dangers of gambling is difficult to say, but his stern face and worried eyes 

do not bode well. Decaying and divisive, the fate of the captain has caused controversy in recent 

years, with some advocating for the demolition of the statue, and others, including students from 

James Cook University, petitioning for its relocation to the campus43. This statue could be a 

monument to the achievement of Cook and his expedition, a recognition of the European 

 
41 Desing, “Cook ‘N’ the Books.” 
42 Brady, “Regulating Social Problems: The Pokies, the Productivity Commission and an Aboriginal Community.” 
43 Clarke, “Australia’s ‘Big’ Problem – What to Do with Our Ageing Super-Sized Statues?” 



explorers who ‘built’ Australia. It is also a colonial marker, an embodiment as the cultural 

oppression that came with the colonization by the British, literally looming over the landscape 

and looking down on those below. Unlike stately bronze statues found in parks and squares in 

other parts of the world, this Captain Cook does not command any awe, admiration, or respect; it 

calls to mind a children’s diorama project, with chipped paint, oversized proportions, and a 

pained look in his eyes. 

The statue was briefly vandalized on January 26th, 2017. That date is celebrated as 

‘Australia Day’ because it marks the anniversary of Cook’s landing and the supposed founding 

of the country. Many people refer to the holiday as ‘Invasion Day’, as the arrival of Europeans 

led to years of genocide for the indigenous communities, and there has been an additional ‘Sorry 

Day’ added on May 26th that has been recognized since 2007.  

 

The statue after being vandalized in 2017.44 

 
44 “Captain Cook Statue Vandalised in Apparent Protest against Australia Day | Cairns Post.” 



Of the case studies examined here, the Captain Cook statue has the least internet 

presence, and it is marked by little celebration. The two hashtags used in Instagram analysis 

(#bigcaptaincook and #thebigcaptaincook) return the fewest results compared to the other 

hashtags search, with 11 posts and 3 posts respectively45. The average likes for posts with 

#bigcaptaincook was surprisingly high (35.1) but that could be due to one post with a 

substantially higher amount (168 likes). Removing the outlier, reduces the average to 20.3. 

Several posts and comments denounce the statue’s continued existence. On one post, 

commenters debate whether this Big Thing should even count as a check off the bucket list due 

to its controversial nature46. Several other posts simply include Captain Cook in a slideshow or 

collage of other statues they visited while in the area, such as the Big Merino. This post, from 

@judy_gray, includes the Big Captain Cook on their list of Big Things despite being 

uncomfortable with Cook’s controversy47. They also describe the statue as being “ugly” and 

promise to find “things more interesting to share”. 

 
45 See Table 1. 
46 (@armstrsj). 2017. “#bigcaptaincook”. Instagram. September 17, 2017. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BZXOsM0FOn4/.  
47 (@judy_gray). 2018. “Goodbye from Cairns”. Instagram. October 9, 2018. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BotUdj0Fnyo/. 



 

Fig 4. A post by @judi_gray. 

There was one celebration of the Captain Cook statue in the results returned with 

#bigcaptaincook, but it was focused on multiple tagged Big Things and the image was of the 

Eiffel Tower. The user declares that the Parisian icon “doesn’t compare to our big banana” 

because it is both “magnificent and ugly all at once”, and listed several hashtags for other 

Australian Big Things48.  

 
48 (@dotcomdotcom). 2015. “La Tour Eiffel both magnificent and ugly all at once. Doesn't compare to our big 

banana       ”. Instagram. May 9, 2015. https://www.instagram.com/p/2c8jeiiPX6/. 



 

Fig 5. A post by @dotcomdotcom. 

Rather than memorializing a man’s life work, it seems that this Big Thing becomes a 

monument to a shade of history rather forgotten, forcing people to remember the uncomfortable 

and violent beginnings of colonization. The Big Captain Cook is inherently political and 

representative of colonist rule, and he stands as an example of the landscape as ‘arena’. The 

landscape is second to the gaze of Captain Cook, and he reminds the viewer that he has filled the 

continent. Of the Big Things, Captain Cook probably causes the most conversation about 

Australia’s settler history, and serves as a location where differing opinions on Cook come to a 

head. But is this a monument to his achievements or a memorial to the imagined utopia he did 

not find? It could be both. Big Things that are people are the most explicit in their declarations of 

histories, and it is more obvious here that colonization is at the forefront of the conversation. “A 

certain representation of national identity can be found in the choreography of public space, in 

the commemorative memorials erected to persons and events that are deemed important” and the 



construction of the Big Captain Cook decides that the colonist version is the one that is 

important.  

Big Pineapple 

 

The Big Pineapple, Woombye, Queensland. 49 

Located on the Sunshine Coast in Woombye, Queensland, the Big Pineapple and its 

surrounding attractions greet travelers as they head west towards the interior of the continent. 

Standing at an impressive 16 meters (52 ft) from ground to crown, the fiberglass structure was 

built to alert people about the pineapple plantation behind it. Despite decaying significantly over 

the years, allegations of mismanagement by the owners, and officially closing in 2010, the 

beloved Big Pineapple was the source of a campaign by the region to preserve the statue and 

bestow it with historical status and therefore protection from removal50. The statue was built in 

1971 and boasts being “…one of the first 'agri-tourist' destinations in Australia, and one of the 

first 'Big' attractions”, welcoming nearly 10,000 visitors a day during the late 1970s and early 

 
49 “The Big Pineapple – Woombye, Australia - Atlas Obscura.” 
50 Craft, “THE BIG PINEAPPLE The Revival of an Australian Icon.” 



1980s51. The Big Pineapple falls into the horticultural category of Big Things, and although 

pineapples aren’t the only thing grown in the area, they are a significant enough industry that a 

tribute felt warranted. Part of its goal was “…to teach and entertain its visitors about agriculture 

and tropical produce by exposing them to a real, working pineapple farm”52. Despite the decline 

in visitors to the statue, “The locals, however, still strongly identify with the area's rural roots 

and, it seems, the Big Pineapple represents this history”53. The piece meant so much to residents 

of the area that it has brought the community together in support multiple times. After a fire in 

1978 caused damage to the plantation restaurant, the community rebuilt it in three months, and in 

2011 they held a reunion party at the Pineapple to welcome the new owners and show their 

support for restoration54. During the period before the heritage listing and up until the reopening, 

there was even disappointment and shame in its neglected appearance, and Clarke explains that 

“Such reactions reveal the correlation between national pride and some of Australia’s high 

profile Big Things”55.  

In recent years, the Big Pineapple has had a resurgence in popularity, as well as a 

rebranding. A zipline (the TreeTop Challenge) has been installed, there is a Pineapple Train to 

tram tourists around the site, and even a small zoo, which is home to the only sun bear in 

Queensland56. The destination has a thriving Instagram account, and now hosts a music festival 

every year, which has sold out the last few years in a row57. According to Greg Bourke, 

Corporate and Communications Manager for the Big Pineapple, the success brought by tourism 

 
51 Craft. 
52 Craft. 
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54 Craft. 
55 Clarke, “Australia’s Big Dilemma Regional/National Identities, Heritage Listing and Big Things.” 
56 “Big Pineapple | Sunshine Coast | Queensland.” 
57 “Big Pineapple Music Festival, Sunshine Coast 2019.” 



was a point of pride for the community, and the decline of the site in the 2000s was 

demoralizing. He hopes that restoring the Pineapple as well as adding additional attractions can 

increase the number of visitors to the Sunshine Coast as a whole. A large part of the master plans 

has been to incorporate sustainable measures and “focus on environmental protection and 

enhancement” by taking care of the local landscape. Personally, Bourke feels that Big Things are 

popular in Australia because they stand in for “historical or architectural monuments such as in 

the US or Europe” that have not been built58. 

In contrast to the Big Captain Cook, there are scores of posts on Instagram using the 

hashtag #bigpineapple; as of writing, a search brings back 15, 337 posts with an average of 21.2 

likes, ranging from pictures of friends and family in front of the actual Pineapple to shots of 

people dancing at the music festival, to close-ups of baby koalas housed in the site’s Wildlife HQ 

Zoo59. A second hashtag, #thebigpineapple, returns 5,041 posts with an average of 31.7 likes that 

are almost exclusively of the actual Big Pineapple itself, sometimes with visitors in front and 

usually framed by a picturesque blue sky. These hashtags were chosen because they are the most 

common variants of the Big Pineapple name, but many posts include tags like #bigpineapplefest 

or #bigpineapplemusicfest, referring to the successful music festival. Of all the hashtags used in 

this paper, these two returned the most posts, with #bigpineapple returned triple the amount of 

the next closest hashtag. The Big Pineapple is a social media success. The posts are happy, filled 

with smiles, glad mementos from an exciting vacation, like this post in Fig. 6 from @robyn.doig 

that remembers fun trips through the Sunshine Coast60. 

 
58 See Appendix A 
59 See Table 1 
60 (@robyn.doig). 2020. “Go a BIG or go home!       ”. Instagram. March 21, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/p/B-

AXo5njPDC/. 



 

Fig 6. A post from @robyn.doig. 

There is very little about pineapples as a crop (despite the plantation), or about the 

Sunshine Coast’s reputation as an agricultural hub. The focus is entirely on the novelty and fun, 

and less so about the landscape around it, such as this post by @lego_a_gogo, which juxtaposes 

a child’s toy in a banana costume with the Big Pineapple in the background61. 

 
61 (@lego_a_gogo). 2020. “‘In a world full of apples, be a pineapple’                ”. Instagram. April 21, 2020. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B_Qc8nxJ9_U/. 



 

Fig 7. A post by @lego_a_gogo. 

However, that doesn’t mean that the Pineapple doesn’t leave an impression on the 

environment surrounding it. The Big Pineapple is more experiential and therefore an analysis of 

landscape as ‘performance’; visiting the zoo, ziplining by the plantation, and celebrating at the 

annual music festival. Additionally, although pineapples are not endemic to the area, the Big 

Pineapple is a monument to the success of an industry and its growth. It is also the only case 

study who has an Instagram account to manage their brand and advertise upcoming events and 

projects, with 1,470 followers and 131 posts62. Social media posts may not reflect this, but there 

is a concerted effort at the Big Pineapple to educate visitors on how the industry has changed, 

what the future management of the plantation will look like, and to uplift local producers, as seen 

in this post on their ‘Meet the Makers’ event63.  

 
62 See Table 2. 
63 (@the_big_pineapple). 2019. Instagram. March 11, 2019. https://www.instagram.com/p/Bu3MP5fhJPG/. 



 

Fig 8. A post by @the_big_pineapple. 

The success of European-style agriculture and the ‘taming of the landscape’ feeds into 

the concept of having to fill the land and fundamentally alter it to fit the vision colonists wanted 

it to be. The Big Pineapple uses its bright and colorful appearance to focus on what agriculture 

has done for the region, but it doesn’t acknowledge the colonialism that brought plantations and 

pineapples to Australia.  

Giant Koala 

 



A profile view of the Koala.64 

 Outside of Dadswell Bridge in Victoria, the Giant Koala stands 14 meters tall, with eyes 

that stare out across the land and a little gift shop within the koala body. It resides on the location 

of erasure of indigenous people and rewrites a new history onto the landscape. The Jardwadjali 

have lived in the area for thousands of years, with the impressive sandstone mountains of the 

Grampians (Gariwerd) in northwestern Victoria as the center of their cosmology. Where the 

Koala currently sits was a campsite, and the Jardwadjali were violently removed by squatters 

throughout the 1800s. Rather than seeing the history of the land as it existed to the Jardwadjali, 

the Koala reduces the location to novelty while utilizing a charismatic megafauna. It was built to 

attract visitors on the site of a Jardwadjali meeting place, and “…the desire to possess the 

landscape has been expressed by literally over-writing it, inscribing a new claim to ownership”65. 

Rather than see how other cultures used the location, the Giant Koala directs attention to local 

wildlife and away from oppression. The landscape has been dominated by this tourist venture 

and its “…actual pasts are rendered an irrelevant nuisance”, because it has stopped telling stories 

about the people who have lived there and instead is now the timeless Koala66. The sleight of 

hand of distracting tourists from Aboriginal relationships to the environment by using novelty or 

settler representations is well documented across not just Australia, but North America as well. 

In the public eye, the Koala has been at the heart of several news stories in recent years. It 

appeared in the movie Charlie and Boots, starring Paul Hogan, and brought an influx of film 

crew to the area67. In 2010, the Giant Koala was renamed to honor Sam the Koala, who became 

 
64 McFadden, “Giant Koala on EBay: Wimmera Fixture for Sale.” 
65 Lydon, “Driving by Visiting Australian Colonial Monuments.” 
66 Lydon. 
67 Bertok, “Film Stars Go to Town.” 



famous following the Black Saturday fires and sadly passed away at Southern Ash Wildlife 

Center due to complications from chlamydia, a disease that is destroying wild populations68. The 

owners of the Giant Koala hoped to raise awareness by honoring Sam, educating the public, and 

collecting donations for the Wildlife Center. Later, in 2013, the owners jokingly put the Koala 

for sale on eBay, and although no one bid on it, many more people saw the posting and became 

aware of the tourist site that they could visit69. The region has a lot of pride in the Giant Koala, 

and were incredibly helpful in the research of this paper. 

After reaching out to a local paper, the Wimmera Mail-times, about looking through their 

archives, the office published a story in their February 24th issue with an article about this paper, 

hoping to collect stories from their readers about their own experiences with the Koala and other 

Big Things in order to assist my research. I received two testimonies about what it’s like to live 

near a Big Thing, and particular memories regarding the statue. Mel, who did not provide a last 

name, lives 15 minutes from the statue and fondly remembers it as something that made her 

hometown special, feeling pride as a child when her cousin visited and was flabbergasted by the 

size of the Koala. She also noted that the Koala always reminded her of how far she had yet to 

travel in the world. It became a marker of the figurative frontier; the boundary between known 

and unknown, explored and unexplored. 

Another story came from Leeann Barber, whose husband, Robin, worked with the 

architect of the Koala, Peter Beyer. Robin did some of the first sketches of the Giant Koala using 

some books from their house with pictures of koalas in them and Peter did the official 

measurements that were sent to the sculptor. Their personal history with the Koala’s creation 
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made it feel a little more special. Rather than just something strange, it was like a personal 

monument that reminded them of Robin’s work and their own investment into the community.  

Social media is a little less forgiving. While some Instagram posts are positive and 

excited about the cute koala, there are some that point out that the Giant Koala is a bit unsettling, 

with wide orange eyes and a frazzled facial expression. The two hashtags monitored, 

#thegiantkoala and #giantkoala, returned 223 posts and 2968 posts respectively70. Those with 

captions often discuss stopping at all Big Things on their road trips, checking another one off the 

list, and how cute koalas are as an icon of Australia. In one post by @keelia_xoxo, the actual 

caption contains only hashtags, but a commenter adds in mock horror “Oh my god, it’s that 

creepy koala with the stoner red eyes”71. 

 

Fig 9. A post by @keelia_xoxo. 

 
70 See Table 1. 
71 (@keelia_xoxo). 2020. Instagram. May 11, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/p/CACyz17Bn1n/. 



Another post by @bp_life_  added hashtags #scarymuch and #whatyoulookingatkoala to 

underline the penetrating stare of the koala in their picture, and commenters agree that the koala 

is creepier than it is cute72. 

 

Fig 10. A post by @bp_life_. 

The idea that Australia, and by extension its wildlife, are weird and strange is a part of 

the Terra Nullius disbelief that continues in the present day, and this reception of the Giant 

Koala is an example. Joking that this well-known Australian animal is creepy, pointing out the 

bulbous eyes, and owning the strangeness may be another way of belonging to the landscape. 

Indeed, this was seen in the 20th century in “…an escalation of the value and meaning attributed 

to the special characteristics of the Australian environment”73. This oddness is what makes 

 
72 (@bp_life_). 2019. “Good Morning from the Giant Koala”. Instagram. June 5, 2019. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/ByWWezmgmxO/. 
73 Ireland, “‘The Absence of Ghosts’: Landscape and Identity in the Archaeology of Australia’s Settler.” 



Australia special, and by pointing this out before others can, it becomes a way to own the 

environment. The Giant Koala is also a prime example of the natural becoming a tourist venture, 

and a novelty version of the real thing.  

As for an analysis of landscape, the Koala is in constant tension in which version or parts 

of history gets told. It can be the landscape as an ‘text’, the place where colonial attitudes and 

Terra Nullius have overwritten the experiences of the Aboriginal people. Looking at it as an 

‘arena’ may also be an apt analysis considering the debate between historical representations. 

However, because there are not rituals or activities to engage the body in memory, an analysis as 

‘performance’ doesn’t feel fitting. Interestingly, the Giant Koala is the only case study that is 

outrightly stated to dedicated as a memorial, and in the memory of indigenous fauna no less. The 

Koala is a passive way for visitors to remember native wildlife, even as it actively overwrites  

Aboriginal histories.  

Discussion of Social Media Data 

While the hashtags pertained to each case study were discussed in their respective 

sections, there was one last hashtag that I analyzed - #bigthingsaustralia. It returned the third 

highest number of posts (4,140) with an average of 35.4 likes74. This hashtag covers Big Things 

beyond the ones used as case studies, and some not universally agreed upon, like a post about the 

Big Coffeepot that asks if it is big enough to count75. One of the commenters of that post asks if 

the Big Coffeepot is too local and ordinary to count, showing that even the novelty of a massive 

coffeepot can wear off. 

 
74 See Table 1. 
75 (@notjustbig). 2020. “”. Instagram. February 25, 2020. https://www.instagram.com/p/B8-zrIJlAig/. 



 

Fig 11. A post by @notjustbig. 

Fig 12. Comments on the post in Fig 11. 



Additionally, I looked at 11 Instagram accounts that are dedicated to documenting the 

Big Things. The Big Pineapple’s account was omitted from this area of analysis because it is ran 

by the location’s management and therefore curated to advertise. These accounts vary in 

popularity, ranging in followers from 31 to 1338, and average likes from 2.8 to 118.9 

respectively76. In general, the more followers an account has, the more people who can see their 

posts and therefore engage with them, and this is evident in Fig 12. One of these, 

@bigaussiethings, describes Big Things in their bio as “outmoded, kitsch monoliths of yester-

decade. Incongruous. Static. Visitable. The Big Things stand alone, but we stand with them”77. 

Big Things resonate with people, and provide an opportunity to see something exciting and 

different. Some of these accounts have an ongoing joke or segment as well – @bigthingsaustralia 

follows two pugs, Eddy and Sam, as they visit different statues with their human friends, and 

@bigaussiethings posts updates about Disappointed Dave, one of their group who is continually 

blasé about the Big Things. Two also run Facebook groups for people who love Big Things and 

want to see them all (@bigthing_whisperer and @bigthingshunt). Several also have links in their 

bio to personal Instagram or Twitter, suggesting that running an account (and tracking Big 

Things) is a hobby. 

 
76 See Table 2. 
77 (@bigaussiethings). Instagram. https://www.instagram.com/bigaussiethings/. 



 

Fig 12. Average likes plotted against number of followers for Big Thing Instagram accounts. @the_big_pineapple is 

omitted. 

I reached out to several accounts about interviews, but was only able to ask questions to 

one, @debbie_crazy_big_things_lady78. Debbie has been taking pictures with Big Things for 

years and sharing them on her personal Facebook before starting an Instagram account, and feels 

that Big Things are fun and a way to encourage people to visit other areas of the continent. 

Debbie also remarked that sometimes on trips “we can drive an hour and see nothing only land”, 

excluding landscape from things worth visiting or seeing. There is also a sense of community 

around Big Things, as Debbie suggested I reach out to her friend who also runs an Instagram 

account and asked if I had interviewed another account she followed (the former did not answer 

my messages, and the latter declined). 

The Big Pineapple seems to be an exception rather than the rule when it comes to social 

media success. It has a dedicated account, and many more uses of both of the hashtags used in 

 
78 See Appendix B. 
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this analysis. Big Things may not linger in the traveler consciousness long enough to leave a 

substantial impact, or to be worth cluttering up someone’s account with a picture. This is in 

conflict to Marling’s claim that people desire “tall-tale postcards [to] commemorate encounters 

with the strange and the unfamiliar…”79. Travelers want to visit Big Things, but perhaps care 

less about documenting their visit, aside from those who record them as a hobby. 

Conclusions 
 

These case studies all develop stories and influence how the landscape is read and 

understood. Marking the environment to claim possession is inspired by the desire to belong to 

the land, and in the space of this “…the place itself disappears, ceases to be an object of 

historical desire”80. This logic is rooted in a colonialist attitude, and despite these statues being 

built in the 20th century this logic can persist. Australia was considered by European colonists to 

be empty, devoid of the riches found in other colonies. Terra Nullius didn’t have enough to offer, 

or it offered the wrong things. This perception of emptiness flavored the settlement and the 

exploration – those attempting to find Shangri-La came up sorely disappointed, even though the 

environment was full to Aboriginals. The colonial attitude that Australia is empty continues in 

many forms today, and has influenced the growth of Big Things across the continent. They may 

celebrate aspects of the environment, monumentalize achievements, or overwrite history, but 

they can not be separated from the landscape they exist in because it provides context. 

Big Things can not be removed from the colonial legacies that perpetuated the society 

that built them. For those traversing the continent during the early days of colonization, “…only 

 
79 Marling, Harrison, and White, Colossus of Roads: Myth and Symbol along the American Highway. 
80 Carter, The Road to Botany Bay: An Exploration of Landscape and History. 



the clear directional arrangement of features, whether to form ranges or valleys, enabled the 

explorer to connect”81. Big Things are an attempt to visually claim the environment – if there 

aren’t mountains to break up the monotony and make a place unique, a large banana may do the 

trick. How can Australia be Terra Nullius, an empty land, if you have a boxing crocodile? Carter 

argues in The Road to Botany Bay that “…since novelties retain their novelty by never growing 

familiar, the explorer comes into being most completely in the absence of memorable 

geographical phenomena, not in their presence” 82. Naming features, using the land, and building 

settlements are all attempts to belong to Australia, or to conquer it and make the land home. 

Roadside colossi are another instance of declaring that the landscape is owned and controlled. 

 Colonialism in the kitsch – one might not expect that a big lobster would reveal much 

about the legacy of colonial attitudes and patterns in Australia, but these relics can illuminate 

much more than just what agricultural industry is popular. Big Things affect how the landscape 

is interpreted and, while whimsical, attract tourists without really informing them about the 

environment or other parts of history. The three case studies examined each underline how 

colonialism can still be reflected in views of the landscape. The Big Captain Cook is 

controversial for its monumentalization of a historical figure whose exploration led to genocide 

and colonization. The Big Pineapple is a success of both nature commodification and well loved 

by not just the local community, but has the strongest social media presence of the case studies. 

The Giant Koala erases the history of the Jardwadjali by replacing it with a memorial to 

Australian wildlife. They each try to connect people to their landscapes, but they are 

representations that do not tell everyone’s story. 

 
81 Carter. 
82 Carter. 



Despite how society has progressed and the lack of overt colonial control, these statues 

remind us of the Eurocentric desire to own land and be in control of it. They are attempts to fill 

the perceived empty land and signposts that people are here. Whether it’s Captain Cook looking 

down on travelers or a Big Pineapple from which visitors can see out across plantation fields, 

Big Things are ways to see landscapes in new perspectives. 
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Appendix A 

Greg Bourke, Corporate and Communications Manager for the Big Pineapple 

1. Are you from Australia originally? 

Yes 

2. What brought you to the Big Pineapple?  

This has been an important and iconic tourism attraction for the Sunshine Coast, which had 

fallen into disrepair and I was motivated to assist the renewal of the Big Pineapple. 

3. Why the Big Pineapple for such an in-depth project (the restoration)? 

There are a few reasons: 

• The national and international profile of the Big Pineapple 

• The scale of the assembled land – 170ha allows for a large, integrated tourism 

precinct 

• The further rise and success of the local agribusiness sector provides opportunity to 

showcase/wholesale/retail local produce, leveraging the Big Pineapple’s profile 

• The holding costs for a large landholding requires a multitude of uses to ensure 

financial viability 

• Growing population base and increased tourism visitation to the Sunshine Coast 

 

4. What do you think the Pineapple means for the community? 

The Big Pineapple was opened in 1971 and the local community are extremely proud the site 

became the most popular visitor attraction across the 1980s and 1990s. The Big Pineapple 

fell into decline from 2000’s which demoralized the local community. The local community 

are extremely pleased there are new plans for the Big Pineapple. 

5. How do you see the Pineapple interacting with the landscape? 

The master plan is sympathetic with the local landscape including vegetation and 

topography. Development across the site will not be dominant (only 4% of site cover 

dedicated to built form) with the plans designed to avoid vegetation removal. 

6. Can you describe the demographic/type of people who visit the Pineapple?  

People of all ages visit the Big Pineapple, based on their preferred activity – music festival 

(typical ages 18-25), zoo (families with ages from 01-80), TreeTop Challenge (a high ropes 

and zipline course) (typical ages 10-35). Many guests come to see and have a ‘selfie’ with 

the Big Pineapple (!) which is all ages (typical ages 20-40). At this early stage of our 

renewal, we received 2,000 visitors a week, but for our Big Pineapple Music Festival we host 

18,000 people over two days, so it is highly dependent of specific events, and school holidays 

visitation is highest. 



7. Where does the funding for the master plan (and zoo, zipline, and music festival) come 

from?  

The Big Pineapple has private ownership and the owners have funded the master planning 

process and development application. In terms of capitalization, we seek to attract other 

companies (the zipline is an example) who will lease space and invest their capital. The 

Queensland Government has also supported the renewal of the Big Pineapple with a capital 

grant. The Big Pineapple Music Festival is a separate company controlled by the Big 

Pineapple and the investments need are undertaken by the owners. This perpetuated through 

yearly profits. 

8. Why do you think there are so many Big Things? 

My perspective is that the large roadside attractions were created to provide destinations and a 

reason to stop when the typical Australian vacation was long distance driving holiday. We also 

have a relatively young non-Indigenous history and so there are not the historical or architectural 

monuments such as in the US and Europe; therefore, tourism destinations in some unremarkable 

places were created. 

9. How would you describe Australia to someone (focusing on the environment)? 

This is a big question! At a macro perspective, in my perspective Australia is a controversial 

country in terms of environmental management, as it is clear we have historically had a reckless 

attitude towards the environment and habitat values. We have an economy with some 

dependence on coal exports (as we have vast reserves). However, at the micro level, most 

Australians appreciate and care greatly for their country and environment. There is a great deal 

of concern about sustainability and climate change impacts that are human induced and how we 

reduce irreversible damage. 

10. What emotions do you feel towards the environment? 

Personally, positive environmental stewardship is a significant issue. My emotions include pride, 

regard and concern about the future. It has been great to be part of the Big Pineapple’s master 

planning which has a strong focus on environmental protection and enhancement, with zoo also 

holding important Australian populations such as koalas. 

11. Are there any myths or other relevant information that you think is particularly important 

about the Big Things and Australia? 

Linked an article from the Sunshine Coast Daily about Wotif’s competition for Australia’s Next 

Big Thing.  



Appendix B 

Debbie Kumor, @debbie_crazy_big_things_lady 

1. Are you from Australia originally? 

Yes 

2. How did you come across Big Things? 

Started taking photo’s 40 years ago as we saw them before I started getting right into them and 

really looking for them like we do now 

3. Why did you decide to create an account about them? Why Instagram as opposed to other 

social medias? 

I wanted all the Big Thing’s photo’s all together, I have a folder on Facebook that I post all my 

Big Thing photo’s to before I started the Instagram Account and then did Instagram Account 

4. How long have you been recording Big Things? 

I would say around 2011/2012 I started making lists and marking them off 

5. Why do you think there are so many Big Things in Australia? 

I think it started as a way to get people to visit and now especially for Smaller Country Towns 

6. What is your usual routine when visiting a new Big Thing? 

I usually have a list and we will stop at a place in our Caravan and then visit near by places to see 

them. While at home I just make a list of Big Thing’s that are near by places we are going for the 

day 

7. How many have you visited? 

1,192 all over Australia 

8. Can you describe the demographics or generally trends of people who visit the Big 

Things? 

For fun manly and some people make a video. Some people are trying to make money by selling 

there lists 😟 some are making Tea Towels, Maps and Post Cards and selling them.. A friend 

and I have thought about doing a book, still thinking I think Jane Wong gave you her name as 

well Megan 

9. How would you describe Australia to someone (focusing on the environment)? 



Very Big, Beautiful and Amazing. We have some Amazing Out back Country to see, Beautiful 

Coastlines to look at 

10. What emotions do you feel towards the environment? 

At the moment we have just had Bush Fires which is very sad so we all hope the can do more 

clearing and more back burning in the future 

11. Do you feel like that the landscape, particularly places such as the outback or bush, is 

empty? 

In some places yes it can be as we can drive an hour and see nothing only land 

12. Are there any mythos regarding Big Things that you think is particularly important or that 

applies to Australian culture? 

Yes, we have a Big Bogan- which is a person that doesn’t have much going for them or an idiot 

then some Towns have Big Thing’s like Big Apple because they grow Apples in the town. 

13. What is your favorite Big Thing? Why? 

Now that is hard, I think anything that is Really Giantly Big. For Example: Big Easel as it 

has a lovely picture of Sunflowers on it. You have so many Giant Big Thing’s in America 

that we are very jealous of as we wish we had more 



  



Appendix C 

Interview Questions for the Giant Koala 

1. Are you from Australia originally?  

No 

2. What brought you to the Giant Koala?  

An investment 

3. What do you think the Koala means for the community?  

It is the only shop for 30klm 

4. How do you see the Koala interacting with the landscape? With the Aboriginal history of 

the area? 

5. Can you describe the demographic/type of people who visit the Koala? (If you keep a 

record of visitor data, is this something you are comfortable sharing with me?)  

In our visitors book the manes [sic] are world wide all ages 

6. Why do you think there are so many Big Things?  

Tourist attraction 

7. How would you describe Australia to someone (focusing on the environment)? 

We all live here 

8. What emotions do you feel towards the environment? 

I live in it to 

9. What do you know about the concept of Australia as Terra Nullius (Empty Land)? 

Not a thing 

10. Do you see Big Things as something developed to combat that concept? 

11. Are there any mythos or relevant information that you think is particularly important 

about the Big Things and Australia? 

  



Appendix D 

Name Location State Type

Big Acorns Molonglo Valley Australian Capital Territory plant

Big Bogong Moths Acton Australian Capital Territory animal

Big Coins Deakin Australian Capital Territory man-made item

Big Galahs Watson Australian Capital Territory animal

Giant Mushroom Belconnen Australian Capital Territory plant

Big Owl Belconnen Australian Capital Territory animal

Big Pears Parkes Australian Capital Territory plant

Big Pool Ball Yarralumla Australian Capital Territory man-made item

Big Ant Broken Hill New South Wales animal

Big Apple Batlow New South Wales plant

Big Apple Tallong New South Wales plant

Big Apple Yerrinbool New South Wales plant

Big Avocado Duranbah New South Wales plant

The Big Axe Kew New South Wales man-made item

Big Banana Coffs Harbour New South Wales plant

The Big Beer Can Cobar New South Wales man-made item

Big Bench Broken Hill New South Wales man-made item

The Big Blue Heeler Muswellbrook New South Wales animal

The Big Bogan Nyngan New South Wales person

Big Bowl Lake Cathie New South Wales man-made item

Big Bull Wauchope New South Wales animal

Big Bunch of Bananas Coffs Harbour New South Wales plant

The Big Bicycle Chullora New South Wales man-made item

Big Cheese Bodalla New South Wales food

Big Cherries Young New South Wales plant

Big Chook Moonbi New South Wales animal

Big Chook Mount Vernon New South Wales animal

Big Fish Manilla New South Wales animal

Big Funnel Web Spider Jamberoo New South Wales animal

The Big Gold Panner Kelso New South Wales person

The Big Gold Pick and Pan Grenfell New South Wales man-made item

The Big Golden Guitar Tamworth New South Wales man-made item

The Big Knight Knockrow New South Wales person

The Big Hammer Mudgee New South Wales man-made item

The Big Headphones Newcastle New South Wales man-made item

The Big Kookaburra Kurri Kurri New South Wales animal

The Big Lamb Guyra New South Wales animal

The Big Merino Goulburn New South Wales animal

The Big Miner's Lamp Bowenfels New South Wales man-made item  

 



Big Mosquito Hexham New South Wales animal

Big Murray Cod Tocumwal New South Wales animal

Big Orange Tenterfield New South Wales plant

The Big Oyster Taree New South Wales animal

The Big Playable Guitar Narrandera New South Wales man-made item

Ploddy the Dinosaur Somersby New South Wales animal

The Big Peg Canowindra New South Wales man-made item

The Big Potato Robertson New South Wales plant

The Big Poo Kiama New South Wales man-made item

The Big Prawn Ballina New South Wales animal

Big Rabbit Trap Albert New South Wales man-made item

The Big Rocket Moree New South Wales man-made item

Big Rubik's Cube Maroubra New South Wales man-made item

The Big Slurpee Coffs Harbour New South Wales man-made item

The Big Soldier Uralla New South Wales person

The Big Spider Urana New South Wales animal

The World's Biggest Sundial Singleton New South Wales man-made item

The Big Swan Dunedoo New South Wales animal

Big Tennis Racquet Barellan New South Wales man-made item

The Big Trout Adaminaby New South Wales animal

The Big Trout Oberon New South Wales animal

The Big Turtle Forster New South Wales animal

The Big Ugg Boots Thornton New South Wales man-made item

The Big Windmill Coffs Harbour New South Wales man-made item

The Big Wine Barrel Hanwood, Griffith New South Wales man-made item

The Big Wine Bottle Pokolbin New South Wales man-made item

The Big Wine Cask Mourquong New South Wales man-made item

Red Pillars Tweed Heads-Gold Coast New South Wales man-made item

The Biggest Smallest Town Mullumbimby New South Wales man-made item

The Big Aboriginal Hunter Anmatjere Northern Territory person

Anmatjere Woman and Child Anmatjere Northern Territory person

Big Barramundi Katherine Northern Territory animal

Big Beer Can Ghan Northern Territory man-made item

Big Books Alice Springs Northern Territory man-made item

The Big Boxing Crocodile Humpty Doo Northern Territory animal

Big Buffalo Winnellie Northern Territory animal

The Big Dinosaur Yarrawonga Northern Territory animal

Big Fish Wanguri Northern Territory animal

Big Frogs Darwin Northern Territory animal

Big Gold Nugget Douglas-Daly Northern Territory man-made item

Big Hand Alice Springs Northern Territory man-made item

The Big Jumping Crocodile Mary River Northern Territory animal

Big Owl Darwin Northern Territory animal

The Big Stockwhip Darwin Northern Territory man-made item

The Big Stubbie Larrimah Northern Territory man-made item  



Big Turtle Lyons Northern Territory animal

Big Wine Bottle Daly Waters Northern Territory man-made item

The Big Apple Thulimbah Queensland plant

Big Apple Acacia Ridge Queensland plant

Banana the Bullock Banana Queensland plant

Big Banana North Mackay Queensland plant

Big Kronosaurus Richmond Queensland animal

Big Barrel Bundaberg Queensland man-made item

The Big Barramundi Normanton Queensland animal

The Big Barramundi Daintree Queensland animal

Big Bolt and Nut Roma Queensland man-made item

Big Boomerangs Nindigully Queensland man-made item

The Big Boot / Shoe Chermside Queensland man-made item

The Big Brolga Townsville Queensland animal

Big Brolgas and Snake Near Mackay Queensland animal

Big Bulls Rockhampton Queensland animal

The Big Cane Toad Sarina Queensland animal

The Big Captain Cook Cairns Queensland person

The Big Cassowary Mission Beach Queensland animal

The Big Cockatoo Mossman Queensland animal

The Big Cow Highfields Queensland animal

The Big(Mud)Crab Cardwell Queensland animal

Big Crab Miriam Vale Queensland animal

Big Crocodile Daintree Queensland animal

Big Crocodile Wangetti Queensland animal

Big Crocodile Normanton Queensland animal

Big Deck Chair Winton Queensland man-made item

The Big Dinosaur Ballandean Queensland animal

The Big Dugong Rockhampton Queensland animal

The Big Easel Emerald Queensland man-made item

The Big G Gracemere Queensland man-made item

Big Golf Ball Broadbeach Queensland man-made item

The Big Golden Gumboot Tully Queensland man-made item

The Big Gun Underwood Queensland man-made item

The Big Hard Rock Guitar Surfers Paradise Queensland man-made item

The Big Macadamia Nut Nambour Queensland plant

The Big Mandarin Mundubbera Queensland plant

The Big Mango Bowen Queensland plant

Big Map of Australia Goondiwindi Queensland man-made item

The Big Marlin Cairns Queensland animal

Big Meat Ant Augathella Queensland animal

Big Melon Chinchilla Queensland plant

Big Merino Blackall Queensland animal

The Big Miner Rubyvale Queensland person

The Big Mower Beerwah Queensland person  



The Big Ned Kelly Maryborough Queensland person

The Big Orange Gayndah Queensland plant

The Big Orange Lockyer Valley Queensland plant

The Big Paperclip West End, Brisbane Queensland man-made item

The Big Peanut Tolga Queensland plant

The Big Pelican Noosaville Queensland animal

The Big Pick, Shovel and Sieve Sapphire Queensland man-made item

The Big Pie Yatala Queensland food

Big Pineapple Gympie Queensland plant

The Big Pineapple Woombye Queensland plant

The Big Pumpkin Beaudesert Queensland plant

The Big Pumpkin Gumlu Queensland plant

The Big Red Elephant Hatton Vale Queensland animal

The Big Redback Eight Mile Plains, Brisbane Queensland animal

The Big Rig Roma Queensland man-made item

The Big Rum Bottle Bundaberg Queensland man-made item

The Big Sapphire Anakie Queensland man-made item

The Big Sapphire Ring Sapphire Queensland man-made item

The Big Sausage King Centenary Heights, Toowoomba Queensland person

The big Scout hat Cairns Queensland man-made item

The Big Shell Tewantin Queensland animal

The Big Spanner Sapphire Queensland man-made item

The big strawberry Elimbah Queensland plant

The Big Stubby Tewantin Queensland man-made item

Big Teepee Millmerran Queensland man-made item

Big Thermometer Stanthorpe Queensland man-made item

Big Watermelon Gumlu Queensland plant

The Big Whale Kinka Beach Queensland animal

William the Wombat Thallon, Queensland Queensland animal

The Australian Farmer (aka Big Farmer) Wudinna South Australia person

The Big Ant Poochera South Australia animal

The Big Bee Kingscote South Australia animal

The Big Bob-tail Lizard Port Lincoln South Australia animal

The Big Cherries Pages Flat South Australia plant

The Big Church Block Bottle McLaren Vale South Australia man-made item

The Big Cockroach Port Wakefield Rd, Lower Light South Australia animal

The Big Dice Barrier Highway South Australia man-made item

The Big Galah Kimba South Australia animal

The Big Hat Cradock South Australia man-made item

The Big Hills Hoist O'Sullivan Beach South Australia man-made item

The Big Kangaroo Border Village South Australia animal

The Big Lobster Rosetown South Australia animal

Map the Miner Kapunda South Australia person

The Big Olive Tailem Bend South Australia plant

The Big Orange Berri South Australia plant

The Big Oyster Ceduna South Australia animal  



The Big Pelican Loxton South Australia animal

Another Big Pelican Meningie South Australia animal

The Big Ram Karoonda South Australia animal

The Big Rocking Horse Gumeracha South Australia man-made item

The Big Santa (Father Christmas) Adelaide South Australia person

The Big Scotsman Medindie, Adelaide South Australia person

The Big Teddy Bear Minlaton South Australia man-made item

The Big Winch Coober Pedy South Australia man-made item

The Big Windmill Penong South Australia man-made item

The Big Wombat Bookabie South Australia animal

The Big Yabby Clayton South Australia animal

Big Apple Spreyton Tasmania plant

The Big Cherry Latrobe Tasmania plant

The Big Coffee Pot Deloraine Tasmania man-made item

The Big Penguin Penguin Tasmania animal

The Big Platypus Latrobe Tasmania animal

The Big Rock Lobster Stanley Tasmania animal

The Big Slide Rule University of Tasmania, Hobart Tasmania man-made item

The Big Spud Sassafras Tasmania plant

The Big Tasmanian Devil Mole Creek Tasmania animal

The Big Thumbs Up Scottsdale Tasmania man-made item

The Big Wickets Westbury Tasmania man-made item

The Big Abalone Laverton North Victoria animal

Big Apple Bacchus Marsh Victoria plant

Big Lizzie Red Cliffs Victoria man-made item

The Big Apple Gladysdale Victoria plant

The Big Cherry Glenrowan Victoria plant

Big Cigar Churchill Victoria man-made item

Big Coffee Maker Brunswick Victoria man-made item

Big Cows Newhaven Victoria animal

Big Dead Fish Fish Creek Victoria animal

Fairfield Industrial Dog Object (FIDO) Fairfield Victoria animal

The Big Flower Yarra Junction Victoria plant

The Big Golf Ball Heatherton Victoria man-made item

Big Hens Meredith Victoria animal

Big Koala Cowes Victoria animal

The Giant Koala Dadswells Bridge Victoria animal

Big Lizard Marysville Victoria animal

Big Mallee Bull Birchip Victoria animal

Big Mallee Fowl Patchewollock Victoria animal

Big Mallee Root Ouyen Victoria plant

Big Miner Warrenheip Victoria person

Big Ned Kelly Warrenheip Victoria person  



The Big Pheasant Tynong Victoria animal

The world's largest rolling pin Wodonga Victoria man-made item

Big Smoke (aka Big Cigarette) Myrtleford Victoria man-made item

Big Strawberry Koonoomoo Victoria plant

Big Tap Cowes Victoria man-made item

Big Wave Newhaven Victoria man-made item

Big Wine Bottle Rutherglen Victoria man-made item

Big Wool Bales Hamilton Victoria man-made item

The Giant Worm Bass Victoria animal

Public Purse Melbourne Victoria man-made item

Giant Pocket Watch Melbourne Victoria man-made item

Big Apple Donnybrook Western Australia plant

Big Banana Carnarvon Western Australia plant

World's Tallest Bin Kalgoorlie Western Australia man-made item

Bert Bolle Barometer Denmark Western Australia man-made item

The Nannup Clock Tower Nannup Western Australia man-made item

Big Bobtail Kalamunda Western Australia animal

The Big Camera Meckering Western Australia man-made item

Cow on the Corner Brunswick Junction Western Australia animal

The Big Crocodile Wyndham Western Australia animal

The Big Lobster Dongara Western Australia animal

The Big Marron Old Kent Winery Western Australia animal

The Big Mushroom Balingup Western Australia plant

Big Orange Harvey Western Australia plant

The Big Prawn Learmonth Western Australia animal

The Giant Ram Wagin Western Australia animal

Leeuwin Way Whale Eucla Western Australia animal

King Neptune Two Rocks, Yanchep Western Australia person

The Big Wheelbarrow Port Hedland Western Australia man-made item  


